COMPLEX KARYOTYPE IN CHRONIC LYMPHOCYTIC LEUKEMIA
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Summary
Chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) is a genetically heterogeneous disease with chromosomal and genomic aberrations found in more than 80% of patients, either by conventional or by molecular cytogenetics. Complex karyotype (CK) is defined as the presence of ≥ 3 structural or numerical aberrations in the same clone of CLL malignant cell and is considered a potential prognostic parameter in CLL. The detection of CK in CLL patients can potentially affect prognosis and treatment, considering that CK is associated with the progression of HLL and a worse prognosis, as well as with a higher risk of developing Richter transformation. This review will assess the complexity of karyotype analysis in CLL and its prognostic importance and implications.
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INTRODUCTION

Chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) is a chronic lymphoproliferative disease of typically CD5 positive B cells in the blood, bone marrow, lymph nodes, or spleen, and it represents the most common form of leukemia that affects the elderly population (1-3). CLL is a genetically heterogeneous disease with chromosomal and genomic aberrations found in more than 80% of patients, either by conventional or by molecular cytogenetics (1,4). Most common aberrations found in CLL patients are deletion in chromosome 13q (del(13q)), deletion in chromosome 11q (del(11q)), deletion in chromosome 17p (del(17p)), or trisomy 12 (1-9). Deletion of 6q, 2p gain, 8q gain, deletion of 14q, deletion of 15q, trisomy 18, trisomy 19, and others are found, but less frequently (6).

Genetic diversity of CLL reflects clinical heterogeneity, with significant variation in clinical course among patients. To enhance our understanding of CLL and develop effective prognostic models, multiple prognostic factors have been identified and studied (10). These factors include various genetic and clinical parameters that aid clinicians in predicting a patient’s clinical course and risk profile. As it was shown during the COVID-19 pandemic, due to compromised immune function and increased susceptibility to severe infectious complications, CLL patients may be particularly vulnerable, which is why, it is an imperative to identify CLL patients who exhibit poor prognostic factors (11).

TP53 mutation (del(17p)) and mutational status of immunoglobulin heavy variable gene (IGHV) are widely recognized as standardized prognostic factors in CLL, with significant clinical implications for predicting disease progression and overall survival (1, 6, 10). These factors have been incorporated into clinical and research guidelines for the management of CLL patients and are particularly relevant in determining the most appropriate treatment strategy, such as choosing between chemotherapy and targeted therapy.

While previously mentioned established prognostic factors have been proven to be clinically valuable, they are not without limitations. New and more accurate prognostic factors may be needed to capture the heterogeneity of CLL, provide more accurate predictions, and guide personalized treatment decisions (12-13). Advances in genomics and other technologies have made it possible to identify new prognostic factors, such as complex karyotype (CK), tumor microenvironment, epigenetic changes, and others (12-15).

Complex karyotype in CLL is defined as the presence of ≥ 3 structural or numerical aberrations in the same clone of a CLL malignant cell (4,5). Since CK occurs in approximately 20% of untreated CLL patients, the question of its prognostic value is becoming more important (5). This review will assess the complexity of karyotype analysis in CLL and its prognostic importance and implications.

DETECTION OF CHROMOSOMAL ABERRATIONS

The fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) analysis has become a standard diagnostic procedure in patients with CLL, carried out to detect the four most common aberrations, including the del(17p), one of the main prognostic parameters in CLL. Still, FISH, which is mainly used for the detection of chromosomal aberrations, cannot provide a complete overview of the cytogenetic landscape of CLL (2, 3, 16).

Conventional cytogenetic methods, such as chromosome banding analysis (CBA), offer an assessment of a malignant CLL clone. CBA provides single-cell analysis, detection of balanced chromosomal rearrangement, and detection of clonal evolution. Understanding clone characteristics can potentially affect prognosis and treatment (3, 16). However, CBA was not introduced in routine practice with respect to CLL, unlike in the case of acute leukemias and myelodysplastic syndromes, primarily due to insufficient in vitro proliferative capacity of CLL cells, resulting in poor sensitivity of this method with regard to the detection of abnormal clones (16). After the issue of CLL culture growth had been successfully overcome, the use of conventional cytogenetics expanded and potentiated better detection of aberrations.

Although FISH has overcome the limitations of CBA, these methods complement each other, since there are prognostically significant aberrations that cannot be identified using a single technique. The use of chromosome microarray analysis (CMA) in CLL also provides the whole genome scan but cannot identify balanced chromosome rearrangements (17). Recent recommendations by Jondreville et al. for karyotype and FISH analysis in CLL are shown in Table 1.

Recent CLL guidelines suggest FISH, TP53 gene analysis, and IGHV mutational status in general practice.

| Table 1. Recent recommendations for karyotype and FISH analysis in CLL |
|------------------------|------------------------|
| Clinical practice | Clinical trials |
| On diagnosis | |
| Karyotype | recommended | mandatory |
| FISH – 4-probe | recommended | mandatory |
| FISH – other probes | depending on karyotype | depending on the purpose |
| Before treatment | |
| Karyotype | mandatory | mandatory |
| FISH – 4-probe | mandatory | mandatory |
| FISH – other probes | depending on karyotype | depending on the purpose |

1 Detection of del(13)(q14)(D13S319), +12, del(11)(q22)(ATM) and del(17)(p13)(TP53)
2 Detection/confirmation of other chromosomal abnormalities (within CK or not) with a prognostic impact (e.g., 2p gain, 8q gain, 8p deletion)
3 Other probes depending on the chromosomal abnormality of interest in clinical trial
CBA analysis is recommended only in the clinical trials setting, since the significance of the CK is still under investigation.

A CLOSER LOOK AT CONVENTIONAL CYTOGENETIC METHODS

In the past, most CLL cases had a very low mitotic index, even in the presence of B-cell mitogens (polyclonal B-cell activators including Epstein-Barr Virus (EBV), lipopolysaccharide from E. coli (LPS), pokeweed, CD-40 ligand, and/or different interleukins). Therefore, the use of metaphase (conventional) cytogenetics was very limited. However, those results led to the discovery of recurrent cytogenetic aberrations in CLL. Those findings were implemented in a much simpler method for analyzing genetic aberrations in CLL – interphase FISH.

A significant improvement in conventional cytogenetics in CLL was the introduction of immunostimulatory CpG oligonucleotide DSP30 in combination with interleukin-2 (IL-2). This combination induces cell cycle progression of CLL cells in vitro and provides sufficient mitoses for conventional cytogenetics in more than 80% of CLL patients (18). Dicker et al. used 10^7 peripheral blood mononuclear cells that were cultured in 5 mL RPMI 1640 medium (Gibco) with 20% fetal calf serum, DSP30 (2 µM) (TIB MolBiol) and IL-2 (200U/ml) for metaphase induction. After 48 hours, colcemid (Sigma) at a concentration level of 0.15 g/mL was added for another 24 hours before chromosome preparation. Chromosome preparation and staining was done according to standard protocols. Chromosomes were classified according to the International System for Human Cytogenetic Nomenclature (ISCN).

In three cases, peripheral blood and bone marrow were available from the same patients, which showed that cell culture with DSP30/IL-2 resulted in the detection of the same aberrations on metaphases from different sources. Therefore, peripheral blood was shown to be an adequate sample for conventional cytogenetic analysis, with the procedure being more comfortable for patients.

Baliakas et al. tested protocols used for metaphase induction based on either phorbol-12-myristate-13-acetate (TPA) or immunostimulatory CpG-oligonucleotide DSP30 plus IL-2 following standard procedure and concluded that no difference regarding the number of obtained metaphases was observed between the two protocols (3).

According to the latest recommendation of the ERIC (European Research Initiative on CLL) from 2022, the most appropriate source of tumor cells for conventional cytogenetics is peripheral blood on heparin, as it usually has a high CLL cell fraction. A total of 2x10^6 leukocytes/mL medium are cultured in medium with 20% fetal calf serum and mitogens. It is recommended that 2 parallel cultures with different cell mitogens be set up for each patient, one with 12-O-tetradecanoyl-phorpol-13-acetate (TPO), and the other with IL-2 plus DSP30. CLL cells remain in culture for 72 hours, after which antimitotic colcemid is added to the media to obtain metaphases. Upon incubation, harvesting of the cultures is performed following standard cytogenetic procedures: hypotonic solution and fixation with Carnoy’s solution (3: 1 = methanol:acetic acid). Finally, a cell suspension is obtained, adjusted to an optimal cell concentration, and slides are prepared. After that, banding and staining is carried out using trypsin and Giemsa. Metaphases should be screened with a microscope or captured using a metaphase finder. A minimum of 20 metaphases should be analyzed in cases with a normal karyotype. Ten metaphases should be fully analyzed, with additional 10 analyzed or counted and scored, for relevant structural chromosomal aberrations (16).

THE COMPLEX KARYOTYPE – DEFINITION

The CK in CLL is defined as the presence of ≥ 3 structural or numerical aberrations in the same clone of a CLL malignant cell, found in 2 out of 20 cells. The presence of ≥ 5 abnormalities is considered to be high CK (3,12). Nonetheless, cytogenetic analysis interpretation can be challenging; therefore, it is recommended that cytogeneticists count aberrations in order to enable clinicians to draw a clear conclusion. Guidelines for counting aberrations in karyotype suggest counting every aberration in every clone and subclone. A single change should be counted only once if it is present in more than one clone. Additionally, special interest should be devoted to distinguishing between the CK with 3, 4, and ≥ 5 aberrations (6).

Based on the existing data, it is evident that CLL heterogeneity also exists within the CK group, and that not all CKs have the same level of significance (3, 5, 9). The number and type of abnormalities, as well as the effects of clonal selection resulting from the treatment, are some of the factors that seem to influence the clinical relevance of CK in CLL. Therefore, it is important to consider a specific CK profile of each individual patient rather than just the number of abnormalities when assessing the patients’ prognosis and making treatment decisions.

The number of chromosomal aberrations in CK signals different prognoses in CLL. More specifically, patients with ≥ 5 abnormalities (high-CK) have a very poor outcome, with a median overall survival of 3.1 years. This is independent of clinical stage, TP53 aberrations, and IGHV gene somatic hypermutation status (3, 9). Patients with 3 or 4 aberrations (low-CK and intermediate-CK, respectively) have a shorter survival (median OS of 4.3 years) only when accompanied by TP53 aberrations (3, 9). Furthermore, there are patients with ultra complex karyotypes, having ≥ 10 or ≥ 15 abnormalities, who have particularly poor survival (20).
Besides the number, a type of chromosomal aberrations in CK also affects its prognostic features. An example of this is patients with +12 and +19 aberrations that fulfill criteria for CK but are characterized by an extremely indolent course with prolonged time to the first treatment (TTFT) and OS which is longer than any of the other CK cases or cases without CK, including other M-CLL (3, 9, 16). Interestingly, they have peculiar clinical features (i.e., female predominance, young age at diagnosis, etc.) and comprise nearly 10% of all CK ≥ 3 cases. CK may also reflect clonal complexity, i.e., the presence of subclones. In one study, co-occurrence of CK and clonal aberrations was found in 74% cases, which significantly affects the outcome in CLL patients (22, 23). The effect of various disease characteristics and treatment options on the impact of CK in CLL are shown in Table 2. Disease features as well as different treatment options may either aggravate the negative impact of complex karyotype (listed in the second column), or have a neutral effect (listed in the third column). (26)

CK may occur at the time of diagnosis, in relapse, or in the progression of the disease. CK has been observed in up to 20% treatment-naive patients and in up to 40% patients with R/R CLL (5, 20, 24). There is a scarcity of research on sequential karyotype analysis in patients with CLL, but one study has found that the analysis can reveal clonal evolution by means of chromosome analysis in nearly half the patients (45.8%) who remain untreated for 24 months (20, 24). Moreover, patients who exhibit clonal evolution are at a higher risk of disease progression, which underscores the importance of monitoring chromosomal changes over time in CLL patients.

The exact cause of CK in CLL is uncertain. In patients with TP53 mutation/deletion, genome instability leads to clonal evolution and detection of CK in progression or in relapse (4). In U-CLL, it has been suggested that the origin of CK development lies in an enhanced lymphocyte response to antigens, which leads to the stimulation of intracellular B-cell-receptor (BCR) signaling and proliferation. Next, during each cell division, telomeres shorten, promoting the development of genetic lesions. Genes implicated in the DNA repair (e.g., TP53, ATM), as well as the inflammatory pathway (e.g., MYD88) could be affected as well, which further increases the risk of chromosome breaks (26).

Table 2. The clinical significance of complex karyotype in CLL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect on impact of CK</th>
<th>Negative</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disease features / type of treatment</td>
<td>High CK</td>
<td>CK with +12, +19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- TP53 aberrations in low - CK and intermediate - CK</td>
<td>low - CK and intermediate – CK without TP53 aberrations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U-CLL</td>
<td>M-CLL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemotherapy</td>
<td>Novel agents</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Disease features as well as different treatment options may either aggravate the negative impact of complex karyotype (listed in the second column) or have a neutral effect (listed in the third column).

CK, complex karyotype, U-CLL, unmutated chronic lymphocytic leukemia, M-CLL, mutated chronic lymphocytic leukemia (adapted from Baliakas et al, Hemasphere 2022)
responses to chemotherapy, and that their disease is typically more aggressive, with only 40% alive after 10-year follow-up (29). The underlying biological mechanisms linking complex karyotype and TP53 aberrations in CLL likely relate to their shared association with genomic instability and genetic damage in CLL cells (27, 29).

The genomic landscape of aberrations in CLL is characterized by heterogeneity and diversity, which can even differ within the same case, defining subclones of the disease. Even so, there seem to be some “order in chaos”, as certain genomic aberrations are more common in some subgroups of CLL – those which are defined by the characteristics of their BcR IG expression (3, 31, 32). This suggests that some connections may exist between specific antigenic triggers and distinct pathways of genomic evolution in CLL. The observed phenomenon also applies to CK, as high CK is often accompanied by TP53 aberrations and U-CLL, pointing to intense cell proliferation (3, 31).

Essentially, CK also emerged as a potentially independent prognostic factor in CLL. An earlier study showed an association between CK and a shorter time to the first treatment, especially in cases with more than five abnormalities (p < 0.001). CK with more than 5 abnormalities retained its significance for the time to the first treatment even in multivariate analysis, along with mutational status of IGHV genes and an advanced clinical stage (p < 0.05) (28).

In a large retrospective study on CLL by the ERIC (3), CK was detected in 15% of 5290 patients. Advanced clinical stage and previously mentioned negative prognostic factors were statistically significantly more frequent in these patients than in patients without CK (p < 0.008). In addition, shorter overall survival (OS) was found in patients with CK (6.9 years, 2.5–18.2 years, p < 0.0001). CK retained its significance regarding shorter OS even in multivariable analysis along with other negative parameters. The value of CK as a prognostic parameter was shown in patients with a normal FISH analysis, because the patients with CK and normal FISH experienced significantly shorter OS compared to patients with a normal FISH and without CK (median OS of 7.88 years vs. median OS of 13.7 years, p < 0.002). Patients with CK needed the treatment sooner comparing to those without CK (3).

In a study that included 644 untreated patients with CLL, the correlation between CK and OS was examined. CK was detected in 12.3% of patients, on diagnosis or before treatment, and in those patients, OS appeared shorter than in a group without CK (77 months vs. 115 months p < 0.0001). In the same study, the impact of known negative prognostic parameters (TP53 and ATM deletions) and CK on OS was assessed. Patients with both CK and TP53 deletion proved to have shorter OS in comparison with patients who only had TP53 deletion (p < 0.001) (4).

The previously cited large ERIC study has also demonstrated survival disparity between patients with CK regarding the number of chromosomal aberrations, grading them into three subgroups: low-CK (3 aberrations), intermediate-CK (4 aberrations), and high-CK (≥ 5 aberrations). The TP53 dysfunction in patients with low and intermediate CK was associated with unfavorable outcome, whilst in patients with high-CK the unfavorable prognosis was observed even in the absence of TP53. The difference among patients with CK was found in those with +12 and +19, because in those patients the disease displays an indolent clinical course, confirming that patients with +12 and +19 form a distinctive group of CLL patients (3).

The risk of developing Richter transformation in patients with CLL and CK is unknown, but considering the negative prognostic value of CK, this association was assessed as plausible in several studies. A retrospective study that included 540 treatment-naive patients with CLL revealed that CK was significantly more common in patients who developed Richter syndrome than in those who did not, with a seven-fold higher risk of developing Richter transformation in patients with high-CK (18). The analysis of four studies on ibrutinib-treated patients with CLL showed that in patients with CK this transformation is more probable than in those without CK (p = 0.008) (33).

CK has not been evaluated as part of a prognostic index yet, mostly because there is a lack of cytogenetic data for most patients included in such studies. It is unclear whether incorporating CK into the development of prognostic indices could enhance their usefulness, since this has not been explored yet.

**PREDICTIVE VALUE OF CK IN CLL**

The use of CK in treatment decisioning process poses a challenge because of the potential predictive value of CK, especially in the era of personalized therapy (6). The presence of complex karyotype (CK) has been identified as an unfavorable predictive marker in patients with CLL who undergo chemo(immuno)therapy (CIT) (27, 34, 35). This observation suggests that CK may be associated with a worse prognosis and a lower likelihood of a positive treatment outcome. Since this is so, screening for CK prior to treatment initiation may play a vital role in predicting treatment response and selecting appropriate treatment options for patients with CLL. It is important to acknowledge that the precise role of complex karyotype (CK) as an independent predictor in CLL patients undergoing chemo(immuno)therapy remains unclear (3, 5, 27). This knowledge gap arises partly due to the limited inclusion of comprehensive CK assessments in clinical trials evaluating CLL treatments. Consequently, it is uncertain whether the observed association of CK with poor treatment outcomes is solely due to its own impact, or it results from the co-occurrence of other unfavorable
biomarkers, such as TP53 aberrations and U-CLL. To elucidate the ambiguity concerning the independent predictive value of CK in CLL patients undergoing chemo(immuno)therapy, a series of investigations has been undertaken in the context of clinical trials, which will be mentioned hereinafter. These investigations aim to appraise the clinical utility of CK as a potential predictor of treatment outcomes in CLL patients. Through the evaluation of the impact of CK in conjunction with other adverse biomarkers, these studies strive to provide additional insights into the independent prognostic value of CK and its prospective usefulness in predicting treatment response in CLL patients.

In CLL patients treated with chlorambucil-based regimens as first line therapy, as indicated in a prospective study, the interconnection between CK and shorter OS is clear (p = 0.004), in spite of the confounding factors. The worst prognosis, as expected, was noted in patients with both CK and TP53 abnormalities (p < 0.001) (34).

Regarding CIT based treatments, in a study that included 34.5% of patients with CK treated with rituximab in combination with fludarabine and cyclophosphamide, shorter progression-free survival (PFS) and OS were observed in comparison with patients without CK (p = 0.005 and p = 0.03, respectively) (27). Similarly, another research proved a relationship between shorter PFS and OS in patients with CK (p < 0.001 and p = 0.02, respectively) (35).

Based on the previously mentioned studies, CK appears as a negative predictor in patients who are treated with chemotherapy or immunochemotherapy. According to the latest guidelines, treatment with targeted therapy, such as BTK inhibitors, is strongly recommended. In relapsed/refractory (R/R) CLL patients treated with ibrutinib-based regimens, Thompson et al. suggest that complex karyotype is a stronger predictor than del(17p) of inferior outcome (36). The study showed that R/R CLL with CK treated with ibrutinib had a shorter event-free survival (EFS) and overall survival (OS) compared to those without CK. Specifically, the association between the presence of CK and shorter EFS was statistically significant (p = 0.006), as was the association with shorter OS (p = 0.008) However, coexistence of del(17p) and CK seemed to have a significant impact on these results, because of 21 patients with CK, 17 had del(17p) (~80%).

In RESONATE study, a prospective study on previously treated patients with CLL, the prognosis for the patients with CK CLL treated with BTK inhibitors was also one of the subjects. In that research no significant differences in PFS and OS were found in patients with CK in comparison to those without CK (≤ 2 cytogenetic aberrations) in median follow-up of 19 months. On the other hand, in this study, in patients with CK who received ofatumumab, there were significantly lower ORR and PFS compared to those without CK (37). After a long follow-up (44 months) median PFS in patients with CK was 40.8 months, as opposed to those without CK, in whom median PFS was not reached (33).

The study Alliance A041202 analyzed the effects of ibrutinib on CLL with CK in individuals who had not received any prior treatment (38). Interestingly, in this study the existence of initial karyotype complexity did not indicate a greater likelihood of progression or mortality in patients treated with ibrutinib, which leads to speculation on whether baseline CK holds the same biological significance as CK resulting from selective clonal expansion following chemotherapy.

Regarding idelalisib regimens, a study which assessed efficacy of idelalisib with rituximab in relapsed CLL patients with significant comorbidities showed longer median OS in the CK group treated with idelalisib (28.3 months), compared to the patients who did not receive target therapy (9.2 months) (39). But there was no difference between ORR in CK and non-CK groups (81% vs. 89%) in patients who received idelalisib. So, it is worth mentioning that this therapy could overcome the bad prognosis of CK, although with limited evidence.

The predictive impact of CK in venetoclax-based regimens was demonstrated in MURANO study, in R/R patients treated with venetoclax-rituximab or bendamustin-rituximab (40). The researchers divided patients into low-, intermediate-, and high-CK, based on genomic complexity. The patients without CK showed better progression-free survival (PFS) compared to those with low-CK or high-CK status (with hazard ratios of 2.0 and 2.9, respectively), and statistically significant differences were observed (with p-values of 0.025 and 0.0057, respectively). Furthermore, patients who had more genomic aberrations exhibited a tendency towards inferior progression-free survival (PFS) compared to those with fewer abnormalities.

In CLL14 trial, the presence of CK among treatment-naive patients did not significantly affect the outcome of venetoclax-obinutuzumab (VenG) therapy, with ORR 82.4 and 87.3% for patients with CK and non-CK, respectively. Also, the rates of undetectable minimal residual disease (uMRD) were high in both CK and non-CK groups treated with VenG, and there was no significant difference in OS and PFS between these patients (41).

According to a multicenter study on relapsed/refractory CLL patients treated with acalabrutinib, patients with CK, as well as patients with del(17p) had significantly shorter PFS (median PFS 36 and 33 months, respectively), compared to the rest of the cohort (median PFS not reached) (42).

In the context of patients with CLL who undergo stem cell transplantation, a group of investigators made a score that predicts an outcome for these patients. The presence of ≥ 5 chromosomal abnormalities was found to be a prognostic indicator of PFS outcomes, suggesting that karyotypic complexity may be an important factor.
to consider in CLL patients undergoing stem cell transplantation (43).

To conclude, when it comes to clinical trials with target therapy, there is limited information on the predictive impact of CK because the number of cases included is very small, and as a result, any conclusions drawn from it are uncertain. More studies are necessary to obtain robust findings on the predictive significance of CK. Based on the available evidence, CLL patients with a complex karyotype may be less responsive to certain treatments, such as chemotherapy. Therefore, some experts have suggested that targeted therapies, such as B-cell receptor signaling inhibitors and BCL-2 inhibitors, may be more effective in this patient population. However, the optimal treatment approach for CLL patients with a complex karyotype is still an area of active research and debate, and individualized treatment decisions should be based on several factors, including the patient's age, overall health status, and the presence of other genetic and molecular markers.

THE FUTURE IMPLICATIONS OF CK IN CLL

CK is a newly identified potential biomarker in CLL that appears to have a prognostic value, and even more importantly, a predictive value. The identification and characterization of complex karyotype in CLL has important future implications. It has a potential to improve risk stratification and personalized treatment selection for CLL patients, especially in the age of new therapies. Understanding the specific genetic aberrations that contribute to a complex karyotype may lead to the development of targeted therapies that can address these abnormalities. Additionally, further research on complex karyotype in CLL may provide insights in the mechanisms of disease progression and therapy resistance. Ultimately, a better understanding of clinical implications of complex karyotype in CLL may lead to improved outcomes for patients with this disease.

CONCLUSION

In order to improve treatment decision-making in patients with CLL along with the TP53 mutation presence, mutational status of IGHV, and FISH analysis, conventional cytogenetics should also be evaluated. Conventional cytogenetics can reveal aberrations that are not detected with FISH analysis and confirm the presence of CK. CK in patients with CLL is associated with the progression of the disease and a worse prognosis. In addition, CLL patients with CK should be closely monitored for the Richter transformation during the follow-up period.
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Sažetak
Hronična limfocitna leukemija (HLL) je genetski heterogeno oboljenje u kojem se metodama konvencionalne ili molekularne citogenetike registruju hromozomske aberacije u više od 80% pacijenata. Kompleksni kariotip (CK) se definiše kao prisustvo ≥ 3 strukturne ili numeričke aberacije u istom klonu maligne HLL čelije, i smatra se mogućim prognostičkim parametrom u HLL. Detekcija CK kod pacijenata sa HLL potencijalno može uticati na prognozu i odabir terapijskog modaliteta, uzimajući u obzir povezanost CK sa lošijom prognozom i progresijom HLL, kao i sa povećanim rizikom od razvoja Richterove transformacije. U ovom preglednom radu biće razmotrena kompleksnost analize kariotipa u HLL i njegov prognostički i klinički značaj.
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